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HEALTHY & 
BEAUTIFULLY 

SHINING 
NAIL

WITHOUT 
NAIL POLISH



Gifts your nail a natural shine : The Magic Nail - Glass Nail Shiner
Long-lasting astounding shine
Gives a finish similar to that of doing your nails and gives the nail's natural color a wonderful shine.

OUR NAIL NATURALLY SHINESY



Healthy
Nail

Bling
Bling 
Nail

Shape
& Gloss
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Takes care of your nails with one simple step
The existing 3~6 stage process that uses a rough 
buffer can be replaced by this fast and simple one-
stage process.

Dust-free Nail Shiner
The Magic Nail Shiner is a dust free tool, so you can 
take care of your nails in a very clean way.

Made in Korea 
Every manufacturing process is done in South Korea. 

Environment-friendly glass
The high quality of glass prevents the tool from wearing 
out quickly making it last for a long period of time.

Exposy adhesive
This product uses the Epoxy: even if it breaks,the 
pieces remain together, which makes this a safe 
product to use.

Anyone can use this product
Pregnant women, babies, students, teachers, beauty 
salon staff, cooks, nurses, etc. Any person of any age 
or gender can use this product.

Anytime~ Anywhere!
You can store the Magic Nail Shiner in a luxurious 
leather pouch(PU) and use it anywhere anytime!

PRODUCT’S 
FEATURES

FROM SHAPING TO POLISHING, ONLY ONE STEP!

PUSHER
Push the cuticle 

delicately

FILE
Exfoliate the nails 

smoothly

BUFFER
Buff the surface 

of the nail

POLISHER
Until the nail 

naturally shines

FUNCTION
4 IN 1

Multi-tool nail shiner  
The Magic Nail Shiner can function as a nail polisher, nail file, nail buffer and nail pusher - 4 tools in 1.
① Polisher : A tool that gives luster to the surface of the nail.  ② File : A tool that shapes the edges of the nail.  ③ Buffer : A tool 
that makes nails look more consistent and shiny.  ④ Pusher : A tool that is used to push back excess cuticle growth. 

PRODUCT’S 
EFFECT

MAGIC NAIL SHINER – MAKES YOUR NAILS SHINE!

Long-lasting shine
Transform the brittle, dry and rough nails to shiny, healthy nails that maintain their shine for more than 2 weeks.

Smooth and healthy nails
① The Magic Nail Shiner lets the nail ‘breathe’ which makes the nail healthy.
② The Magic Nail Shiner emphasizes on your nail’s natural pink color and makes even the hardest places to reach shine. 
③ Revives the natural beauty of the nail immediately.
④ Makes the original color of the nail shine wonderfully.
⑤ By just using this product, transform the dull and rough nails to smooth and shiny ones!

EASY
Cleaning

RECOMMEN-
DATION

Highly Recommended in the following scenarios

□ When nails are damaged after removing Gel Nail Polish
□ When nails are rough
□ When strict work environment prohibits the use of    
      manicure

□ When one is not able to use manicure due to pregnancy
□ When wishing to give an impression of elegance
□ When in polish-breaks
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Transform the dry rough nails to shiny and healthy nails!



특허증(한국) 10-0723456

CAUTIONS
1. Do not twist or bend the product. In the case it gets damaged, cease its use immediately. 
2. Store the product in a place out of the reach of children. 
3. Do not use this tool on other places other than the surface of the nail. 
4. Excessive use of this product can be hard on the nail. 
5. In the case the nail breaks or the nails condition is not good, cease use. 

* We are not responsible for any injuries or any other types of accidents that may occur for the misuse of 
  this product so please use the product with care.

CERTIFICATION

HOW TO USE

COMPARISON 
CHART 

Option Magic Nail Other Polishers Manicure

Steps 1 step 3-6 step 1 step

Workload Low (5-10 min.) High (30 - 60 min.) Low (10 min.)

Glossiness ●●●●● ●●●◐○ ●●●●●

Lasting Period 15-20 days (Long) 2-3 days (Short) 10 days (Middle)

Cleaning Easy (water) Difficult (1 time use) -
For your Health Very Good Good Very Bad

Period of Use 12 month 1 month 12 month

Material Tempered Glass Foam Chemical

1. Use this product on the naked nail only.
2. Place the rough side on  your nail’s surface and move it smoothly side by side.
3. While clearing the nails surface tidy the nails to make them shine.
4. After use, you can clean the Magic Nail with water or alcohol.
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Seoul International Invention
SILVER PRIZE

Geneva Inventions
SPECIAL PRIZE

Geneva Inventions
GOLD PRIZE

KC CE ISO 9001 ISO 14001

ROHS



DESIGN   
With our Make-to-Order methods, 
you can get to see different designs based on the different tastes and preferences!

Dimension
W120 x H14 (mm)

Weight
14g / 36.8g(packing)

Material
Tempered glass, Silicon

Dimension
W90 x H14 (mm)

Weight
8.3g / 21.8g(packing)

Material
Tempered glass

100% Glass 
(2.8 t /High durability)

FRONT BACK
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With the round shaped ends, 
the Magic Nail Shiner can 

polish even the nail’s hardest 
places to reach.


